I. Introduction
ASA's Space Environments and Effects (SEE) Program initiated the Surveying and Examination of Eroded N Returned Surfaces (SEERS) Initiative in 2003. The goal of the Initiative was to provide leadership in the engineering analysis of returned flight hardware by supporting a comprehensive effort to understand environmental effects due to solar W, ionizing radiation, plasmas, neutral contamination, meteoroids, and other conditions experienced during the mission (not primary science mission objectives). Initial efforts focused on coordinating the access by the materials engineering community to the remaining Genesis and Stardust hardware once the science materials were removed from the sample returned capsules.
The Genesis spacecraft sampled solar wind environments at the Sun-Earth L1 point for a period of approximately three years before returning samples of solar wind materials in September 2004 [Wiens et al., 2002; Barraclough et al., 20041 and the Stardust spacecraft returned material from Comet P/Wild 2 and interstellar dust to Earth in January 2006. In support of the SEERS Initiative, the SEE Program funded development of a reference radiation environment for the Genesis spacecraft for use by materials engineers in their evaluation of the space exposed materials. This paper describes the status of this radiation environment development.
Genesis Spacecraft and Plasma Data
Genesis was launched on 8 August 2001 and inserted into a halo orbit about the Sun-Earth L1 point (Figure 1 Figure 2 shows the spacecraft with the solar arrays, the spacecraft bus with the Genesis Ion Monitor (GIM) and Electron Monitor (GEM) plasma instruments and support hardware, and the deployed Science Capsule in solar wind collection mode. The Science Capsule contains the solar wind collection materials and was designed to separate from the spacecraft bus after the science mission was complete Figure 1 . Genesis Orbit. Genesis trajectory &om Earth to L1 (black) and for 30 November 2001 to 1 April 2004 including the period the Science Capsule was exposed to the solar wind (red). and return to Earth. The GEM and GIM plasma instruments [Barraclough et al., 2003; Neugebauer et al., 20031 were used to support the solar wind collection science by providing a real time monitor of solar wind conditions allowing the sample carriers to selectively collect material from coronal holes (fast >500 M s e c solar wind), interstreams (slow <500 M s e c solar wind), and coronal mass ejections.
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GIM is an electrostatic analyzer providing a complete set of ion flux measurements every 2.5 minutes over a 0.1 eV to 14 keV energy range and GEM is an electrostatic analyzer for measuring electron flux over the range of energies from 0.001 to 1.4 keV. Both instruments provided angular information on ion and electron flux but this data was not available for the radiation study. The radiation environments described here are based only on reconstructed environments Ion moments derived from the GIM measurements are shown in Figure 3 from the start of instrument operations in August 2001 through the end of April 2004 during the period the Science Capsule was exposed to the solar wind highlighted in yellow. The ion density shown in the top panel of Figure 3 includes both the proton (black symbols) and helium (blue symbols) components of the ion flow which accounts for most of the solar wind mass. The helium density was computed from the He'm ratio reported in the Genesis GIM moments and the proton density. Gaps in the data set occur during periods when the GIM instrument was powered off for station keeping maneuvers and solar proton events. All the moment values were interpolated across these data gaps onto an evenly spaced set of time values (red)
The solar wind proton speed and temperatures are shown in the middle two panels. Corresponding helium parameters are not available in the moments so assumptions must be made to incorporate their effects into the reconstructed differential flux models. Observations of differential streaming velocities between solar wind protons and alpha particles have been reported with the alpha velocity exceeding the proton velocity by factors ranging from a few to 50 M s or more [Yermolaev and Stupin, 1997; Reisenfeld et al., 20011 with the largest differential streaming velocities occurring during periods of high speed solar wind flows and small differential alpha-proton velocity at 1 AU for flows <400 to 500 km/s [Neugebauer et al., 19961. We have adopted a linear fit to alpha-proton differential streaming velocities ( Figure 4 ) observed by instruments on the Helios [Marsch et al., 19821 and WIND [Steinberg et al., 19971 spacecraft to provide a method for deriving mean helium velocities from proton velocity moments available in the Genesis data set. The Marsh et al. [ 19821 values given in Figure 3 are the 0.95 AU alpha-proton streaming values extracted fiom Neugebauer et al. [1996] and assigned to the midpoint of the proton velocity bins. Steinberg et al. [ 19971 in contrast reports average alpha-proton streaming values of 6.Q9.1 M S for Vp400 W S , 2& 17 km/s for 400 kmh I Vp -< 500 W s , and 4 lk 19 km/s for Vp>500 km/s. In order to merge both data sets into the linear fit, we have computed the mean Genesis solar wind velocities V, , ws = 349 km Is and V,500 ws = 605 km Is and assigned the corresponding Steinberg et al. [1997] alpha-proton differential streaming speeds of -6 km/s and -4 1 W s , respectively, to these values with the 400-500 km/s differential streaming value assigned to a proton velocity of 450 kmls. The resulting linear fit for the differential velocity between alpha particles and protons is given by the equation [1977] to obtain an average ratio of THJTH -4.9h1.8 for all solar wind flows, THJTH -6.2h1.3 for flows >650 km/s, and THJTH -3.2rt0.9 for flows <350 km/s. Mursch et ul. [1982] report ratios of THJTH -3.0 for >600 km/s solar wind flows and THJTH -2.3 for solar wind flows <400 km/s. Yermoluev and Stupin [1997] categorize solar wind data fiom the Prognoz -7 spacecraft into five solar wind flow regimes and report helium to proton temperature ratios of THJTH -2.7k3.0 for the heliospheric current sheet, THJTH -4 2 3 . 6 for coronal streamers, THJTH -4.4h3.0 for coronal holes, THJTH -3.3h2.6 for shocked solar wind, and THJTH -3.9h2.8 for coronal mass ejections. For the results presented in this paper, we will adopt the ratio THJTH -4.0 independent of solar wind velocity. Proton (black) and helium (blue) flux is presented in the bottom panel and is plotted over the interpolated flux values (red) that are based on the solar wind ram flux (-Vsw*Ni). The flux exhibits nearly the same variability as the ion density due to the inverse relationship between solar wind velocity and density [Burlugu and Ogilvie, 19701 and the relatively smaller variation in solar wind velocity. For example, the mean and standard deviation of the proton density, flow velocity, and flux are 5.87k5.25 protons/cm3,468h118 km/s, and 2.54h2.06~10~ protons/cm2s, respectively. The large flux variability is driven by the density contribution.
Collector materials were exposed to the solar wind from 17 Figure 4 . Differential Alpha-Proton Streaming Velocity. Linar model for the differential velocity V, between solar wind alpha particles and protons at 1 AU.
Mean Surface Radiation Dose Estimate
A simple order of magnitude analysis of the surface radiation dose generated by solar wind hydrogen and helium ions can be accomplished using the reconstructed environment described in the previous section. For this analyses, a period of record of approximately 980 days in length encompassing the complete set of GIM records shown in Figure 2 from DOY 236.68 in 2001 through DOY 122.00 in 2004 are used to characterize the ion flux environment. Mean values of the solar wind proton and helium density, velocity, number flux, and impact energy computed for the period are given in Table 1 . Mean helium to hydrogen <NHm>/<NH+> number density ratios are approximately 0.034 for this period consistent with values typically reported for solar wind flows. Helium flux and impact energies are greater than the corresponding hydrogen values by a factor greater than what would be expected if the ratios were due solely to the atomic mass ratio massH, /mass = 3.97. The discrepancy is due to the approximately 18 km/s mean alpha-proton differential streaming velocity and incorporating the effect of the streaming velocity into the analysis increases the mean helium flux to the 9 . 1 2~1 0~ He*/cm2-s value given in <N> <V> <flux> <E> assumed to be the same as the proton velocity. In He" 0.20 486 9 . 1 2~1 0~ 5.27 addition, the mean helium impact velocity would have been 4.87 keV instead of 5.27 keV as reported in Table  1 if the differential streaming velocity was not included in the model. Dose (energy per unit mass) is computed fi-om the mean particle flux values in Table 1 and where r is the ion flux, E the mean ion impact energy, and p the material density given in Table land Ax is the ion penetration depth derived fiom Figure 5 . This analysis assumes the ion energy is uniformly distributed over the penetration depth obtained fiom the TRIM analysis.
Mean dose rates and annual dose given in Table 1 are relatively large values but of course the potential material degradation only impacts the first 0.05 pm to 0.15 pm of the exposed materials surfaces. Optical properties including solar absorptivity (as) and emissivity (E) coefficients are known to be sensitive to the surface condition of materials [c.f., Karam, 19981 . Evaluation of surface radiation dose is useful to determine potential impacts to materials used as thermal control coatings and structural elements to assure that optical properties remain within the required levels for the spacecraft to meet thermal requirements during the full mission lifetime. In the next section we describe a more sophisticated technique of deriving a reference radiation environment including the energy distribution of electrons, protons, and alpha partices which yields not only surface dose but can be used to compute dose as a function of depth in materials as well.
IV. Genesis Spectral Radiation Model
A more sophisticated technique for producing a reference radiation environment for the Genesis spacecraft is to derive models for the differential flux spectra using plasma moments as inputs to Kappa velocity distribution functions [c. f, Chan et al., 1977; Garrett and DeForest, 1979; Kane et al., 1995; Minow et al., 2004, 20051 and constraining the high-energy, non-thermal tails with energetic flux measurements [Garrett and Hoflan, 2000;  Collier et al., 1996; Makximovic et al., 1997; Chotoo et al., 19981 . Plasma number density Ni, temperature Ti, and bulk velocity Vc,i moments for each species (electron, proton, or helium) are used to compute the Kappa distribution For the applications reported here, the non-thermal tails of the Kappa distributions which provide the internal charging environments are constrained by using differential flux measurements at energies from 100 keV to 1000 keV assuring the environments are appropriate for internal charging analyses. Figure 6 shows results from reconstructing differential flux spectra for environments impacting the sunward facing surface of the Genesis spacecraft during 2002. Solar wind ion environments are presented in a spectrogram format where the horizontal axis is time, the vertical axis is particle energy, and the differential flux is given by the color bar on the right. Genesis solar wind ion environments are sampled by the Genesis Ion Monitor instrument but ion flux data at energies greater than a few tens of keV required to constrain the K parameter for Kappa distribution function reconstructions are not available in the Genesis data set. A Kappa reconstruction is shown here where a mean value of ~=3.5 was assumed for all ion spectra based on mean K values reported in the scientific literature for solar wind helium ions which range from ~= 2 . 5 to 5.8 [Chotoo et al., 1998; Collier, 19991. 6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
V. Spectral Model Dose Analysis
Integrating the differential flux provided by the reconstructed reference environment over the period of time the Science Capsule was exposed to the solar wind gives the electron and ion fluence spectra given in Figure 7 -a. Ions (red) exhibit two peaks due to the effects of the hydrogen and helium ions while the electrons in this model exhibit a power law distribution over most of the energy range of interest.
Ion dose in aluminum as a function of depth in aluminum material derived from the spectral model is shown in figure 7-b. The fluence model from 6-a is transported through aluminum using the TRIM code and converting the ionization events into total ionizing dose. The near surface (20.1 p) dose values fiom the spectral model are less than the dose values given in the simple surface analysis described in Section I11 because the simple analysis assumes the entire ion flux for each ion species can be attributed to a single mono-energetic value. This is of course is not true because while the individual ion spectra exhibit sharp peaks at the H' and He+ convection velocities, the peak in the ion fluence spectra are spread over an energy range of some 10's of kilovolts and the energy deposition in the material is correspondingly distributed. Use of the simple dose analysis will always overestimate the dose in the material but can be used as a bounding case when desired. Radiation doses due to the solar wind ions are on the order a few -lo6 Gy to thicknesses of a few tenths of a micron and drop rapidly after that due to the steep decrease in the solar wind spectrum. For comparison, the effect of energetic protons fiom solar energetic particle events are included in Figure 7 -b. The Emission of Solar Proton (ESP) model [ Xapsos et al., 1999,20001 is used to estimate contributions from extreme (99% confidence level) and ESP worst case solar proton events over the period 24 August 2001 to 1 April 2004, approximately the period the Science Capsule was open to the space environment. Dose in aluminum as function of depth in an infinite slab of aluminum is computed using the Shieldose-2 transport code [Seltzer, 19941 . Neither the worst case or the 99% confidence level ESP environments dominate the ion dose at the 0.1 pm where the results can be directly compared. Energetic solar protons (> few MeV's) will pass through the thin surface layers of the materials depositing very little energy so it is not expected that the ESP model would provide additional dose at depths less than 0.1pm if the 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics minimum energy of the model was extended below the current 1 MeV. Analysis of the electron environments is currently in progress and will be reported elsewhere.
VI. Summary
We have described the development status of a reference radiation environment model for the space exposed material on the Genesis spacecraft's Science Capsule. The purpose of the work was originally to provide materials scientists with an accurate estimate of the radiation dose as a function of depth in the Genesis Science Capsule materials. In addition to this primary goal, the project also serves as a demonstration of a process to construct radiation environments for use in evaluating materials exposed to low energy (< few MeV) environments in interplanetary space.
